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SLUM TECH: HEAT MAPPING
Technology has become increasingly urbanized in
recent years, which is to say that it has become portable,
spatially aware (through cell tower triangulation and GPS)
and highly networked, participating among many shared
protocols (GIS, KML, XML, RFID). The effects of this
urbanization are still unknown - the speed at which technology changes (or obsolesces) creates a frantic quest for the
‘killer’ app and gives little time for practices to grow into
maturity. We are just seeing now a truly mature web platform - the spatial technologies that have only now become
consumer-grade have yet to locate themselves beyond the
narrow goals of their developers.
Technology and the slum condition, at first glance, seem at
odds with each other. However, trends in technology have
moved decidedly towards low-cost, human-centric design
and distributed cloud computing. The embededness of
computing and allied “devices” (ranging from RFID tagged
clothing to digital alarm clocks) tie us into a grid of information, one that increasingly penetrates into even under-served
markets such as the slum.

We start with the assumption that mapping of such a
complex area is best achieved as a distributed task and that
such an activity would be carried out simulataneously by a
series of agents (social workers as well as children, delivery
trucks, and buses). Devices could be carried and installed
to map traffic patterns, to understand pedestrian traffic, and
to register and compare social worker contact with different
areas of the slum. Our own efforts included the collection
and transformation of GPS data to evaluate its usefullness as
an instrument of strategic, low-cost urban mapping. During
our frequent visits to Paraisópolis in March of 2008, we used
a portable GPS transmiter (Garman eTrex Legend, MSRP
$160 USD) which continually logs position, altitude and
time on a 15-second increment. At the end of the week we
had a large, passively gathered data set, with which we can
examine speeds and bottle knecks, intensities of occupation,
areas of public interest as well as areas closed off from use.
Like all data sets, we need a critical mass, an aggregate of
participants to aquire truly meaningful results. The promise
is to de-professionalize mapping, to imagine all “agents”
within the system as instruments of measurement.

Satellite reception inside Paraisópolis

Toru checks the GPS unit (above)
Site-slope heat map indicating geotechnical risk
areas, from software written for SlumLAB (below)

Already, walking through Paraisópolis, one encounters cell
phones, game systems. The vanguard of digital appliances
has yet to land, but one can imagine the immanent arrival of
GPS-enabled smart phones and ad-hoc networked laptops.
Even with the absence of the top-level consumer goods, all
devices will have access to computation with a capital “C”
via cloud computing, regardless of cost or size. In short, we
are about to learn a lot more (if we care to) about everyone,
and issues of privacy will pale in comparison to the demonstrable benefits of pushing all data into “the cloud”.
The big question is, what do we do with all of this information? In the case of slums, this high-volume low-value
information (GPS, cell phone transmissions) constitutes
a shared measurement, in some places perhaps the first.
These settlements, because of their very nature, are extraordinarily difficult to track, map and quantify. We ask a simple
question of ourselves: how can we use this low-value data to
understand Paraisópolis, to map this place?
Heatmap generated in Procssing, based on GPS
logs gathered between 3/10/2008 and 3/20/20008.
The map shows the duration of subsequent visits to
Paraispolis (at left) through inensification of color.
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Itenerary for the day:
► Architect Presentations at Paraisopolis
► GSAPP Student presentation
► FAU @ Universidade de São Paulo
► Local community board meeting
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